Question of the Week:
How did innovations in Europe and Asia
change the world? (1100 - 1550)

https://play.kahoot.it/v2/?quizId=424af80e-17f8-46ad-b33e-8c1c8ccfa1fd

Consider a present-day
innovation (such as a
cellphone). What are some
intended and unintended
consequences of this
innovation?
How is the world you are growing up in different from
the world your parents/grandparents grew up in?

What are some intended and unintended
consequences of…

Digital photography
Uber Eats
Self-driving cars
???

Individuals and societies are motivated to innovate (introduce a new
method, idea, or product) for many reasons. These reasons include
making daily life easier, as well as solving economic and military problems.
Many innovations that remain significant today emerged between 1100
and 1550. When examining the consequences of innovations, it is
important to remember that some consequences were intended - but
some were unintended.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxJ2OC7iXo0

The Islamic Golden Age
The period between about 700 and 1200 is often called the Islamic Golden Age
because many technological, cultural, and scientific innovations were developed
in areas where Islam was widely practiced. In 859, for example, the first
university in the world was created in Morocco. This university continues to
operate today.

https://www.trtworld.com/art
-culture/a-walk-through-theworld-s-oldest-library-in-fezmorocco-2022

Medical Innovations
During the Islamic Golden Age, several medical innovations emerged in the
Islamic world. These included the first public hospitals and medical schools, as
well as new surgical techniques.
Al-Zahrawi and ibn Sina were two
influential Muslim surgeons and thinkers.
Al-Zahrawi created a 30-volume medical
encyclopedia, and ibn Sina wrote medical
textbooks. The works of both were
translated into Latin, the language used
by European scholars, as well as into
other languages.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8P0fhceQgA

This page from al-Zahrawi’s volume
on surgery shows various surgical
instruments. From the 100s to the
1500s, nearly all European authors of
surgical textbooks referred to
al-Zahrawi’s work and copied from
him.
What does the use of al-Zahrawi’s
work reveal about the consequences
of his innovations?

This drawing of the inner workings of the human
body was included in the medical book created
by Mansur ibn Muhammad in the 1300s. This
book was not the first to include a drawing of
human anatomy. Including drawings of human
anatomy in medical books was part of a
tradition developed by Muslim doctors.

How would a drawing like this have helped to
change the way that medicine was practiced?

Innovations in Measuring Time
For thousands of years, societies around the world tried to
devise a method of accurately measuring the passage of time.
Some methods, such as the sundial, were based on the
movement of the sun. Other methods involved measuring
water or sand as it passes into a container. All these methods
had drawbacks, and none were particularly precise.
Early innovations in accurate timekeeping occurred in China.
As the innovations spread across Asia and into Europe,
European inventors drew on them to develop mechanical
clocks that featured weights and springs.

Innovations in Measuring Time
IN 1094, Su Song, a Chinese inventor, designed a clock
tower that was more than 12 metres high. The clock
included a mechanical device to increase its accuracy in
measuring time.
https://montrespubliques.com/new-1minute-reads/early-chinese-horology-su-sungs-water-clock

What consequences do you think resulted from the
ability to measure time more precisely?

“Technology changes people by changing their habits and how they get through the day,
yet the old ways survived alongside the convenient, orderly hours of the clock. For many
people, time continued to be organized by light. In town and countryside alike, farmers,
craftsmen, artisans, dressmakers and homemakers as well, rose when the rooster crowed
to begin working at sunrise regardless of what the clock tolled. Town dwellers continued
to keep livestock, including chickens within the city limits, and ordinary soldiers took
roosters to war with them to signal the dawn. The wealthier families who could afford
clocks, and anyone who lived close enough to hear the town or the abbey clock’s bells,
would know the hour of sunrise and sunset, but few, it seems, forgot the age-old ways of
estimating, at any given time of day, the hours of light remaining before nightfall.”
-

Elizabeth York Enstam

Examine the final sentence of this excerpt from Enstam’s article. Do you think her
statement remains true today?

From Eyeglasses to Telescopes
Since ancient times, curved glass or crystals known
as reading stones were used to help enlarge text. In
the 1200s, many Europeans began to use eyeglasses
made with two curved glass lenses. Historians say
that the first eyeglasses were made in Pisa, Italy, in
about 1286. By the early 1400s, the use of eyeglasses
had spread throughout Europe.
Over time, improvements in lenses led to the development of telescopes and
microscopes. These new technologies led to significant advances in the
understanding of astronomy and biology.

Read the two quotations by Fracastoro and Ilardi. Fracastoro’s
comments were made before telescopes and microscopes were
developed in the 1600s.
How do Fracastoro’s comments foreshadow what was to come? What
were some unintended consequences of the invention of eyeglasses?

“If anyone looks through two spectacle
lenses, one placed on top of the other, he
will see everything much larger and closer…
Indeed, certain spectacle lenses are made
of such density that if someone looks
through them at the moon or at another star
he will judge them to be so close they do not
even appear to exceed the height of church
steeples.”
-Fracastoro, physician, 1538

“Are eyeglasses one of the most important
inventions in the last two thousand years?
They have been nominated for this
distinction in a poll of some 800 scholars
carried out on the internet… Spectacles
have effectively doubled the active life of
everyone who reads or does fine work - and
prevented the world from being ruled by
people under 40.”
-Ilardi, historian, 2007

